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Gallagher, Carol

From: Bruce Campbell < madroneweb@aol.com >
Sent: Friday, November 20, 2015 6:31 PM
To: Gallagher, Carol
Subject: [ExternalSender] Yucca Mountain Proposed Nuclear Waste Repository Supplemental

EIS, NUREG 2184 -- Docket # NRC-2015-0051

November 20,, 2015 '

Bruce Campbell - / , -• 'cL/'/-• J//- ........< '.. --I..

3520 Overland Ave. # A 149 •"-" ...... :,,;!

LOS Angeles, CA 90034 ..... :.-...'>

Carol Gallagher ••

Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Yucca Mountain Proposed Nuclear Waste Repository Supplemental EIS, NUREG 2184 Docket # NRC-

2015-0051

Dear Ms. Gallagher and to whom it may concern:

First of all, it is clear that there are too many problems with the proposed Yucca Mtn. radioactive waste dump
facility to be able to proceed, so please abandon this proposal so as to not waste any more taxpayer funds.

The setting of Yucca Mtn. in a seismically active volcanic area which will eventually contaminate the
groundwater of the main agricultural area is sheer stupidity - unless one foresaw contracts for short-term gain at
the expense of future generations. Remember that the Ghost Dance Fault has been active in recent decades in
that region of Nevada not far from the California border.

Also, seeing that the agencies are proceeding with certain bureaucratic paperwork hoops related to Yucca
Mtn., then they should do a thorough job of it - rather than avoid contemporary issues by failing to update the
document in regards to changing calculations and strategy to secure the "high bumn-up" radioactive waste which
has been nearly all the radwaste created this century at U.S. commercial nuclear power facilities.

And what about the Catch-22 in regards to the nuclear waste being hotter? One would assume that one might
not pack canisters and casks as tightly seeing that there is increased radioactivity and toxicity with the high
burn-up radioactive waste. However, let us take Southern California Edison as an example.

Germany has stainless steel radwaste casks which are 20 inches thick. SCE has chosen a canister from the
Holtec company manufacturer which is just 5/8 of an inch thick. Our American monopoly investor-owned
utilities are so short-sighted and greedy that they plan to place a lot more spent fuel rod assemblies in the thin
canister (which cannot be monitored, repackaged or transported according to Holtec) than Germany puts in their
thick casks. WHERE IS THE ANALYSIS OF THIS IN YOUR PAPERWORK? IF THIS IS AN UPDATE,



..SHOULDN'T THE BACKGROUND INFORMATION BE UPDATED? (By the way, Holtec admits that a
crack in the canister can go through the canister's steel in 16 or 17 years. A Holtec canister at Diablo Canyon
was showing indications of vulnerability to cracking after just two years.)

So, common sense would dictate that one shouldn't push their luck and instead of lesser amounts of spent fuel
rod assemblies per canister or cask. That would necessitate analyzing more shipments than were earlier
expected. If that is not analyzed, then please analyze the clear increase in risk of radioactive release or potential
explosion and fire if the spent fuel rod assemblies are stor~ed_ at a higher concentration for their loading,
transport, and unloading at Yucca Mtn. than previously advised. ,

In addition, President Obama apparently has declared that military radioactive and mixed radioactive/Itoxic
chemical waste will not have Yucca Mtn. as a destination. Please analyze how-that shifts various aspects of the
Yucca Mtn. proposal._.__- _

Another problem is that the great-heat from the high burn-up spent fuel must still be released so there are

vents put in the generally concrete structure that contains the radwaste canisters. Vents can let moisture, fog,
rain, waves, tsunamis, hurricanes, etc. into the supposedly secured radioactive waste storage area.

Once again, basically reject the Yucca Mtn. radwaste dump proposal and look elsewhere. And if some
bureaucratic machinations continue to proceed regarding this project, then you NEED ANOTHER
SUPPLEMENTAL DOCUMENT GIVING UPDATES ON SOME ISSUES WHICH I HAVE RAISED, AS
WELL AS SOME MORE THAT NEED UPDATING.

Sincerely yours,

Bruce Campbell
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